Ales Stones is a famous stone ship in southern Sweden. Besides its size (69 m) and location right beside the shore of the Baltic, it is a remarkable monument of the Sun Cult and very advanced knowledge of astronomy by the Bronze Age people. This paper summarizes the findings, and puts it into the context of other monuments in southern Sweden. Also presented are a new time-correction of the sunrise at Winter solstice 700 BC and a remarkable sun-wheel on the Island of Bornholm of astronomical dimensions almost identical to those of the Ales Stones monument: the Madsebakke Sun-wheel. It all provides a congruent picture of intensive Sun Cult activity and close connections between of southeast Sweden and the Island of Bornholm.
Introduction
Despite the fact that thousands of stone ships were built in Scandinavia in the period 1000-4000 BP, there are no traces anywhere of a stone ship comparable to Ales Stones. It is unique. The stone ship of Ales Stones is 69 m long and 19 m wide, and it is strictly aligned with respect to the sunrise at Winter solstice in the SE and the sunset at Summer solstice in the NW (Figure 1 ). Radiocarbon dates indicate that the stones were in position by about 500 AD, at the latest. Stratigraphy indicates that the monument was erected before the major sand-drift period dated at 600-400 BC (Mörner, 2015) . Cup marks are indicative of the Figure 1 . Ales Stones: a stone ship strictly aligned with respect to the Sun's annual and daily motions over the sky with the bow in the NW where the Sun sets at summer solstice, and the stern in the SE where the Sun rises at winter solstice.
The ship consists of 57 stones (originally 58 stones). The bow and stern stones are two monoliths of quartzite, quarried at Brantevik 20 km to the NE (Mörner, 2015) . There is also a "rudder stone" and an "altar-stone" of quartzite. Today, the so-called "altar-stone" lies inside the ship, thrown there by the farmer from its original position in front of the bow stone. Therefore, this stone must have originally marked the ram of the ship. The ram (in its original position) and the so-called "rudder stone" are likely to represent the extended keel stern typical for ancient Greek ships and the ships found in Swedish rock carvings (Figure 2 ). On a drawing from 1777 (Hilfeling, 1777) , the stone ship is drawn in great details ( Figure 3 ) and there is no stone drawn where the "altar stone" is lying today. The strict solar alignment of the ship is illustrated in Figure 4 . At Winter solstice, the Sun is rising just beside the stern stone, and at Summer solstice, it is setting right behind the bow stone. As evident from the drawing by Hilfeling (Figure 3 ), the stern stone was standing upright in its original position in 1777 (whilst the bow stone was half fallen). In a photography from 1916 , the 3 stern stones are still in original position, whilst the bow stone is lying down. This implies that strict calculations of the solar alignment can only be done with respect to the stern stone. In Figure 4 , the Sun rises just to the left of the stern stone. The tiny deviation in alignment (about 15 -17 cm) is a measure of the time elapsed since the erection of the stern stone (see below).
With this description of the general shape and organization of the Ales Stones magnificent stone ship, we turn to the dating and the interpretations of the function of the monument (cf. Lind, 2004; Mörner, 2015) .
Dating the Erection of the Ship
There are five main means of shedding light on the time of the erection of the Ales Stone monument, viz. 1) the age of archeological finds in the vicinity of the ship, 2) C14-dates of finds inside the ship, 3) the exact solar alignment with respect to the sunrise at Winter solstice over the stern stone, 4) stratigraphy and C14-dates at Ales Stones, and 5) the time of the quarrying and shipping of the 4 quartzite blocks (Section 3). Table 1 lists all the archaeological finds in the vicinity of Ales Stones. Whilst there are lots of finds of tools and objects from the Bronze Age, especially the Late Bronze Age, there are no finds at all of objects from the Neolithic and the Iron Age (except for a number of charcoal dates as listed in Table 1 ). This seems quite significant for the age of the activity at Ales Stones. This was also the conclusion drawn at the excavation in 2011 (Mörner, 2011; Duczko, 2011) .
Archaeological Finds at and around Ales Stones
From the Neolithic, there are two C14-dates of charcoal. One from a hearth just in front of the bow stone of Ales Stones, collected and dated by Lind Mörner, 2015) . The age is 3175 ± 375 cal. yrs BC, which implies that humans were present in the area at least 5000 years ago. There is also a charcoal date of 2525 ± 36 cal. yrs BC from a depression in the old till surface There are a lot of finds of tools and objects found in direct association with Ales Stones (Table 1 ). There are also cup marks and hearth dates. Most of the finds can be assigned to the Late Bronze Age. This is a strong argument in favor of a dating of Ales Stones to the Late Bronze Age. Stratigraphically, the Bronze Age ends with the deposition of a widespread layer of eolian sand dated at 600-400 BC (Mörner, 2015) .
The Early Iron Age is represented by a hearth in the cliff section dated at 385 ± 35 cal. yrs BC. It overlies the first generation of eolian drift and underlies the second generation of eolian drift (Mörner, 2015) .
The Middle Iron Age (the Migration period in Sweden, 375-550 AD) is
represented by an urn buried in the eolian sand inside the ship, and charcoal found close beside one of the stones (at the outer side of stone N24). The age, 525 ± 105 cal. yrs AD, is identical to the age of food left in the urn. Because it was found at the side of one of the big blocks, it implies that Ales Stones must have been erected well before this age (Mörner, 2015) ; i.e. well before 500 AD. (Mörner, 2011 (Mörner, , 2015 . It provides firm evidence that people have lived in the vicinity during the Viking time.
Dates of Objects inside the Ship
The original surface upon which Ales Stones once was built has a sandy-silty humus soil. It is covered by eolian sand deposited in three main sand drift generations. There was a major gap with soil formation in the period at about 400-1100 AD. The urn and charcoal dated 525 ± 105 cal. yrs AD belongs to this soil formation period. Obviously, the finds were buried in the previously deposited eolian sand. The dates indicate that the erection of Ales Stones must be older than 500 AD. There are also some dates of charred wood (Table 1) , which may signify a growth of trees on the moraine plateau.
Date from the Exact Solar Alignment at Winter Solstice
Today, the Sun is rising not exactly behind or at the edge of the stern stone, but at about 15 -17 cm to the left of the stone (edge to edge) when observing the sunrise at Winter solstice from the center of the ship ( Figure 5 ). From this deviation, Lind calculated that the stones must have been erected at about 700 BC (Lind, 2004 (Lind, , 2005 . This age fits very well with stratigraphical data and new C14-dates (Mörner, 2015) . The deviation observed implies a northward displacement of the Sun's path by 0.77˚ in 2700 years. Astronomer Göran Henriksson has kindly undertaken a high-precision astronomical recalculation of the data ( Figure 6 ). The time when the Sun rose in perfect alignment with the stern stone is 700 BC. This lends strong support (not to say final conclusion) to a Late Bronze Age time for the erection of the Ales Stones monument. Figure 6 is a novel contribution to the discussion of the true age of the Ales Stones monument. It is a very important contribution because it implies that we now have the time quite well locked in the Late Bronze Age. Earlier, there were "greater than" dates but not really any limiting chrono-stratigraphic limit back in time (Mörner, 2015) . With the Figure 6 image, the time of the erection of the Ales Stones monument seems to be limited to a fairly narrow time-window at about 700 BC, which is 200 years before the end of the Scandinavian Bronze Age.
The Occurrence of Cup Marks on Ales Stones
Cup marks (small round depressions) were predominantly carved into the bedrock in the Bronze Age, but may also occur on carvings from the Neolithic and Early Iron Age. On the outer surface of the stone just to the east of the bow stone, there are cup marks, which form the Swan star constellation (Figure 7 ) . This implies a deep knowledge of and interest in astronomy, typical for the Bronze Age Kristensen, 2010; Bröndsted, 1938; Montelius, 1911) . Figure 6 . Astronomical high-precision calculation by Henriksson of the deviation between the present sunrise and a sunrise with perfect alignment to the edge of the stern stone (the symmetry axis of the stern stone is given by the white vertical line at 134.6˚). This alignment occurred 700 BC, and it is here proposed to provide a reliable age for the erection of the monument. 
Stratigraphy and C14-Dates at Ales Stones
Strömberg, who undertook all the original excavations of Ale Stones, seems to have been focused on finding objects and graves. Therefore, stratigraphic observations are virtually lacking in her reports (Strömberg, 1990 (Strömberg, , 1992 (Strömberg, , 1997 , like later summaries of her reports (Söderberg et al., 2012) . Notions of 60 and 85 cm of topsoil or humus soil (Swed: "matjord"), of course, represent inadequate sediment identifications. There are fundamental stratigraphical facts that must be considered, however. This applies both from the moraine hill around the ship and from the shore sections below (Mörner, 2011 (Mörner, , 2015 . The reference sites are marked in Figure 9 . Figure 9 . Ales Stones on top of the moraine hill and the shore sections at Kåseberga and other reference sites discussed: red dots at the ship and sites A, L and D (from Mörner, 2015) . Figure 10 . The exposed till surface with a hearth dated at 3175 ± 375 cal yrs BC (point L in Figure 9 ) from an excavation in 1995 (photo: Lind, 1995) . The till surface is covered by about 90 cm of eolian sand. It is easy to identify a strong humus soil developed in the top of the till surface (of boulder clay) and a second strong soil separating two units of eolian sand.
The Moraine Hill
The hill, upon which Ales Stones are located, is an interlobate moraine of boulder clay and glacifluvial material. The age of the moraine is about 14,000 BP.
On top of the moraine, there is a soil from an exposed land period lasting from about 12,000 to 600 BC. The Ales Stones monument is built on this surface. All the tools and objects from the Bronze Age (Table 1 , nos. 4 -13) and the two charcoal dates from the Neolithic (Table 1, (Table 1 , Iron Age, nos. 2 -5), which implies that the soil formation period was also a period with trees and shrubs covering the hill. Furthermore, there are several finds of depressions in this surface, which represent the removal of stones and blocks for the construction of the monument (Mörner, 2011) . On the plane east of Ales Stones, the old till surface is covered by only about 20 -40 cm of eolian sand (except for depressions where the cover may go up to 40 -60 cm). In most places the stirring by plowing has reached all the way down to the till surface exposing a black humus soil from the ground surface down to the till surface ( Figure 12 (a)). In a few places the ground has remained undisturbed and there is a normal humus soil of about 12 cm in the top of the eolian sand ( Figure 12(b) ).
Most of the artifacts found on the plane surrounding Ales Stones were found by the farmers when plowing the fields ( Figure 13 ). Predominantly, they all belong to the Late Bronze Age (Table 1) .
At our excavation in 2011, Mörner (2011) observed that there was an imprint in the bounder clay from a big block of about 3 m in length and 1 m in width ( Figure 14 ). Obviously it had been broken-up out of the till surface by the builders of Ales Stones. There were even marks in the ground from the process of breaking it out of the till.
The depression is filled with eolian sand from the period of extensive sand drift 600-400 BC (Mörner et al., 2009; Mörner, 2011 Mörner, , 2015 . As there were no sediments in the depression, it is likely that the removal of the block occurred shortly before the sand drift starting in 600 BC.
In Figure 15 we compare the size of the imprint with stone S26 (the second on the south side from the stern stone). The agreement is reasonably good. Even other blocks could be considered, however. The height of the stone is 1.5 m, and this level is marked with a green bar in Figure 15 . When the stones were put in place the ground level was about 60 -70 cm lower as marked with the blue line, implying that about 1 m of the block was rooted in the till (and fixed in place by foot stones pounded into the boulder clay).
It is of great importance that the big boulder was bent out of position in the surface of the till by humans for the obvious purpose of using it for the building of Ales Stones. Because the imprint in excavation pits D and B (Figure 14 & Figure 15 ) was filled by eolian sand dated 600-500 BC, the building of Ales Stones must be older than 600 BC. (Mörner, 2011 (Mörner, , 2015 compared to Block S26 (the second block on the southern side from the stern stone). The green bar across the imprint marks the present ground surface. The blue line gives the approximate position of the ground surface when the ship was built, implying that about 2 m of the block was sticking up, and about 1 m was rooted in the boulder clay. . Stratigraphy and C14-dates from the shore section at Kåseberga, downhill of Ales Stones (form Mörner, 2011 Mörner, , 2015 . Black layer = fire surface, brown layer = earthquake layer, and purple layer = mound with bones and burned stones from the Viking time.
The Shore Cliff
In the shore cliff to the west of Kåseberga and just downhill from Ales Stones (Figure 9 ), there is an excellent stratigraphic record covered by profiles along the cliff and perpendicular to the cliff (Mörner, 2011 (Mörner, , 2015 . A total of 8 C14-dates were obtained in this section, which led to the establishment of a very clear stratigraphy ( Figure 16 ).
At the base, there is a boulder clay from the deglaciation period, with an erosional unconformity covered by shore 1 from around 2600 BC.
Shore-2 has a known age of 1000-750 BC. It is underlain by a humus soil C14-dated at 1285 ± 165 cal. yrs BC, and overlain by a black layer of humus and burned remains (a fire surface) C14-dated at 785 ± 35 and 780 ± 45 cal. yrs BC.
It is covered by an earthquake layer (Mörner, 2014 (Mörner, , 2015 with re-deposited material as indicated by older C14-dates: 1205 ± 95 (bone), 2330 ± 130 (gastropod) and 10,150 ± 350 (marine shells) cal. yrs BC.
Directly above this layer lies eolian sand. This represents a well-known period of general sand-drift at the Sub-Boreal/Sub-Atlantic boundary at about 500 BC.
In Mörner et al. (2009) (Mörner, 2011 (Mörner, , 2015 . A bone was C14-dated at 995 ± 45 cal. yrs AD, implying the Viking time. identical to the "eolian sand 1" unit in Figure 17 with an onset of deposition at 600 BC. The strong soil horizon in the shore section must be an equivalent to the buried soil at Ales Stones (Figure 10 ). It represents a hiatus of considerable time:
at least 600 years from 400 to 1000 AD, but probably about double that time, from about 0 to 1350 AD.
During this interval, the urn ( Figure 11) (Mörner, 2011 (Mörner, , 2015 ; Figure   17 ) it indicates that the area hosted intense activity by people during the Viking time. This was an activity linked to a re-use of the existing old ship monument, and has nothing to do with the time of construction.
The 4 Quartzite Blocks: Quarrying and Shipping
Ales Stones has 4 blocks consisting of quartzite: the two huge megaliths erected as bow stone and stern stone, and the two extended ram stones termed the altar stone and the rudder stone. These four blocks have sharp angular edges and fracture marks indicating that they have not been transported to the region by the land ice (as all the other blocks in Ales Stones have), but must have been quarried from an in situ quartzite bedrock. This was already proposed by Bergström et al. (1988) , and they pointed out the coastal area between Gislövshammar and
Simrishamn.
We claim that we have found the exact place from where the four blocks originate; viz. Branteträsk in Brantevik (between Gislövshammar and Simrishamn), some 20 km to the northeast of Ales Stones (Mörner, 2012b (Mörner, , 2014 (Mörner, , 2015 (Mörner, , 2017a ).
In 2009, we found fractured quartzite blocks in a forested area at Brantevik.
After extensive cleaning, it became obvious that a large area of quartzite bedrock had been fractured up in large angular pieces by an earthquake (Figure 18 ). Figure 18 . A quartzite bedrock fractured into angular blocks with knife-sharp edges. The surface is weathered and glacially scoured. The origin is a seismic deformation 750 BC (Mörner, 2014) . The bedrock surface at Branteträsk (the name of the site of quartzite bedrock deformation and quarrying) is heavily fractured into blocks (Figure 18 ). The original fracturing can only have originated from a major earthquake generating extensional forces in two perpendicular directions (Mörner, 2012b (Mörner, , 2014 Mörner & Lind, 2013) . Traces of this earthquake have been recorded over an area of about 70 × 20 km and include post-carving fracturing of petroglyphs from the Bronze Age (Mörner, 2012a (Mörner, , 2012b (Mörner, , 2014 . The magnitude was estimated at about 6.3 -6.8 (Mörner, 2014) . This earthquake was dated at about 780 BC (Mörner, 2014) .
After the earthquake fracturing, people must have turned the site (well prepared with its bedrock surface fractured up into loose individual blocks) into an "industrial" quarry. This quarrying is evident from the removal of flat quartzite discs from the bedrock blocks, and from a block piled up in inclined position ready to be transported away ( Figure 19 ). Figure 19 . The pieces of deformed quartzite bedrock have undergone a second deformation by people breaking-off large discs (i.e. using the blocks for quarrying). In the background, there is a piled-up bedrock (1) and in the quartzite surface one can identify the removal of large discs (2, 3). The fracturing of the quartzite bedrock surface (Figure 18 ) is dominated by extension forces in the E-W, NNE-SSW and NW-SE directions (Mörner, 2014 Age (Lind, 2011) . It included some bronze objects, a rock-carving of a sun-symbol (typical for the Bronze Age) and an urn dated at 800-300 BC (Figure 22 ). It also included some 75 huge blocks of quartzite, indicating intensive quarrying at around 700 BC (Mörner, 2015) . Figure 22 . (a) The Brantarör grave as drawn by Hilfeling (1777) . The sarcophagus included a hilt of bronze and an urn (b), and a sun symbol was cut in one of the stones. This indicates that the grave belongs to the Bronze Age. The urn is quite unique and was dated at 800-500 BC; i.e. the Late Bronze Age (Lind, 2011; Mörner, 2015) .
The Brantarör grave (Figure 22(a) ) is surrounded by about 60 curbstones and the sarcophagus consists of 14 big blocks. All of these blocks are flat quartzite blocks that must have been quarried in the close vicinity. The obvious place of a quarry of nearly industrial dimensions is Branteträsk, 600 m to the SW ( Figure   23 ), and we see a logical chain of events: 1) a seismic fracturing of the quartzite bedrock, 2) a human utilization of the site for quarrying flat quartzite blocks, 3) a transport of blocks to be used in the building of the Brantarör grave (about 74 blocks) and 4) a shipping of four blocks to be erected in Ales Stones (the bow and stern monoliths, plus the altar stone and the rudder stone) as illustrated in Figure 23 (Mörner, 2015 (Mörner, , 2017a . Obviously, the Brantarör grave dates from the Late Bronze Age (Lind, 2011; Mörner, 2015; Mörner, 2017a) . There are a number of graves at Brantevik (Lind, 2011) . It seems significant that they exhibit an alignment with respect to the Sun (Lind, 2011) . The "southern grave" lies 1.2 km to the SW of the Brantarör grave. At
Summer solstice, the Sun rises right over the Brantarör grave when viewed from the southern grave (Lind, 2011) . This is another factor linking the Brantevik area to the Ales Stones monument and its erection in the Late Bronze Age (Mörner, 2015) .
The Function of the Ales Stones and Related Monuments
We have reviewed the dating of Ales Stones, indicating a time of erection of the monument of about 750-700 BC, and it is now time to review the function of the monument. Lind (2004 Lind ( , 2005 showed that the monument must have worked as a sophisticated astronomical calendar in good agreement with earlier proposals (Alfredson & Meurling, 1976; Lind, 1977; Carter & Malmström, 1979; Roslund, 1979) and later verifications Mörner, 2015) .
Ales Stones as a Calendar
The 69 m long stone ship was erected on the top of the Kåseberga hill with a remarkable view over the sea (Figure 1 ). The position of the individual stones (57 plus 1 missing) is arranged in a very close (not to say exact) relation to the Sun's annual and daily motions over the sky (Lind & Mörner, 2010, p. 96 and 98, respectively) .
The construction of the stone ship is shown in Figure 24 . Every stone has a number beginning with number 1 in the bow stone in the NW and 1 in the stern The long-axis is in NW-SE with sunrise at Winter solstice at the stern stone in the SE and the sunset at Summer solstice at the bow stone in the NW. Stone colouring: red = in place, green = tilted, black = fallen before restauration in 1916 (Lind, 2018) . Asterix signs denote cup marks. Basic geometric concepts: the NW-SE long-axis, the stone 8 rectangle, the stone 12 square and the central point (blue dot). The arrangement of stones gives a sophisticated astronomical annual calendar and sundial (Lind, 2005; as further discussed below.
• Sunrise at Winter solstice over stone 1 in the SE (Figure 4 ).
• Sunset at Winter solstice over stone 16 in the SW.
• Sunrise at Spring Equinox over stone 12 in the E.
• Sunset at Spring Equinox over stone 12 in the W.
• Sunrise at Summer solstice over stone 16 in the NE.
• Sunset at Summer solstice over stone 1 in the NW (Figures 4-6 ).
• Sunset at Spring Equinox over stone 12 in the W. (the June-July 35 days month) giving a full year of 365 days. This is why there is a larger gap between stones 2 and 3 in the NW. All the 14 sunrise and sunset positions have been documented by Lind (Lind & Mörner, 2010: p. 94 ).
Ales Stones also works as a huge sundial (Figure 27 ; cf. Lind, 2005; . The stone ship can be divided up in 16 segments each representing 1.5 hours making a full day of 24 hours. Placing a long rod in the centrum point (with a dip to the north of about 25˚), its shadow will move as follows:
• On stone 16 in the SW at 03.00 o'clock (sunrise at Summer solstice).
• On stone 14 in the WSW at 04.30 o'clock.
• On stone 12 in the W at 06.00 o'clock at (sunrise at the Equinoxes).
• On stone 8 in the WNW at 07.30 o'clock.
• On stone 1 in the NW at 09.00 o'clock at (sunrise at the Winter solstice). • On stone 8 in the NNW at 10.30 o'clock.
• On stone 12 in the N at 12.00 o'clock (noontime).
• On stone 14 in the NNE at 13.30 o'clock.
• On stone 16 in the NE at 15.00 o'clock (sunset at Winter solstice).
• On stone 14 in the ENE at 16.30 o'clock.
• On stone 12 in the E at 18.00 o'clock (sunset at Equinoxes).
N. • On stone 1 in the SE at 21.00 o'clock (sunset at Summer solstice). Age people Mörner & Lind, 2013 , 2018 Mörner, 2015; . There is no mathematical possibility what so ever that all these perfect alignments could have been obtained just by chance.
Furthermore, solar symbols and solar alignments are recorded at several other sites in southern Sweden (Figure 28 ). Obviously, there are numerous archaeological objects in southern Sweden that are constructed with solar alignment (e.g. Mörner, 2015) . We will select a few sites for special analysis below. From the Island of Bornholm, we add two exceptionally interesting and important sites, especially site 8 with the "Madsebakke Sun-wheel" of almost identical astronomical calendar functions as those in Ales Stones.
The Stone Ship at Stenhed
Stenhed is Stenhed has an interesting geographic position right in the middle between Ales Stones and the remarkable Kivik grave Mörner & Lind, 2013) .
The Winter Solstice Festival at Järrestad
Järrestad refers to a site of extensive rock-carvings west of Simrishamn (Althin, 1945; Lind & Mörner, 2010: p. 86 ). Mörner (2012a) showed that most of the images exhibit strict solar alignments. A central figure There is also a mini-ship oriented just as Ales Stones (Lind & Mörner, 2010: p. 88; Mörner, 2012a) . Many of the rock-carving pictures are fractured by a post-carving earthquake (Mörner, 2012b (Mörner, , 2014 . Figure 29 . Part of the Järrestad rock-carving site (Mörner, 2012a) . All the pictures (shoes, feet, sun wheal and the Dancer) are aligned with respect to the sunrise at Winter solstice in the SE. This was the Mid-Winter Festival and "the return of the Sun".
Solar Alignment at Heimdall's Stones
Heimdall's Stones refer to a 30 m wide circular astronomical calendar (Mörner et al., 2009 ). There are numerous rock-carvings in the stones; cup marks, an omega sign, a delta sign, sun symbols, etc. The ground surface of the monument is covered by eolian sand from the sand drift dated 600-500 BC; hence the mo- ). In 4 minutes, the Sun will be at the peak of Stenshuvud. From Bornholm 70 km on the other side, there is an opposed sightline of the sunset at Summer solstice (Kaul, 2005) . Lind, 2013 Lind, , 2015 . Figure 32 . The sightline from Lensbjer to the sunset at Summer solstice over Hammer Odde and Stenshuvud in the NW (i.e. the opposed direction to that documented in Figure 31 ). The ship (white) has a form dating from 900-1000 BC. It sails towards the sunset. At Madsebakke (Allinge) there is a sun-wheel with the same astronomical function as that of Ales Stones. A ship (red) comes from the west; i.e. from the Ales Stones-Brantevik area in Sweden. This ship has a form dating from around 700 BC (just the age of Ales Stones).
Solar Alignment from the Island of Bornholm
More than 100 rock-carving images are documented on the Island of Bornholm (Kaul, 1998 (Kaul, , 2005 (Kaul, , 2006 . The boat images are dated at about 900-500 BC (Kaul, 2006; Cole, 2011) . They exhibit close similarity to the boat images in the Simrishamn area indicating communications and cultural linkage (Cole, 2011) .
At Lensbjer (at Lensgård), 3 km SW of Gudhjem, Kaul (2001 Kaul ( , 2005 Kaul ( , 2006 found a site with six ships. Two of the ships points to the peak of Hammer Odde in the NW and further over the sea to Stenshuvud, and Kaul (2005 Kaul ( , 2006 noted that the Sun sets along the same alignment at Summer solstice ( Figure 32 ). The ship is 60 cm long. It is drawn with the bow in the direction to the sunset in the NW. Its shape suggests an age of 900-1000 BC (e.g. Cole, 2011) .
At Madsebakke in Allinge on northwest Bornholm, there is a rock-carving with multiple images of shapes indicating ages ranging between 1000 and 500 BC (Kaul, 2005; Cole, 2011) . 
Some Other Sites of Sun Cult Relevance in Southern Sweden
We have addressed the questions of long-distance travel and trading , 2015 and the advanced astronomy and sun cult in the Bronze Age Mörner, 2015; . In this section, we will highlight a few facts of the Sun Cult flourishing in Southern Scandinavia in the Bronze Age (e.g. Montelius, 1911; Almgren, 1927; Bröndsted, 1938; Kristensen, 2010; with respect to some other sites in Southern Sweden (Figure 28 ).
The Kivik grave (site 6 in Figure 28 ) is a remarkable place as noted above & Lind (2013 & Lind ( , 2015 and exhibits obvious links with the cultures of the East Mediterranean.
At Mjövik (site 9 in Figure 28 ) a golden urn was found in 1847. In 2017, we turned it up-side-down and found that we, in fact, were dealing with "sky dome"
with 12 sun symbols, 12 moons and a 6-spoke sexagesimal system . This bears testimony of an advanced and widespread Sun Cult during the Bronze Age.
The Bjäre Peninsula has numerous mounds from the Bronze Age and some sites with clear solar alignment (Mörner, 2015, Figure 19 ). We will here limit the discussion to two sites with clear solar alignments (sites 10 and 11 in Figure 28 ).
At Gråthögarna (site 10) there is man-made "road" leading out to a group of 8 stone mounds from the Bronze Age (Figure 37 ). At Summer solstice, the Sun sets right over one mound in the straight elongation of the "road" (Figure 38 ). 
Conclusions
After this long review of Ales Stones and related documents on an advanced Sun Cult and deep knowledge of astronomy during the Bronze Age, we limit our conclusions to the following main points.
1) Ales Stones was built at about 750-700 BC. This is indicated by multiple criteria:
• Today, the sunrise at Winter solstice occurs 15 -17 cm to the left of the stern stone. The deviation from a perfect alignment is due to astronomical variables (precession and tilt). In Figure 6 , we have compensated for those va- • Stratigraphic facts indicate that the ship was built shortly before the general sand drift dated at 600-500 BC (Figure 14, Figure 17 ).
• Stratigraphy also shows that the monument is likely to have been constructed shortly after the earthquake occurring at about 780-750 BC (Figure 17 ).
• The quarrying of the 4 quartzite blocks in Ales Stones (like the block used in the Brantarör grave) must have occurred shortly after the earthquake dated at 780-750 BC and fracturing the bedrock (Figure 18, Figure 19 ).
• The shipping from the natural harbour at Brantevik to the coast at Kåseberga (just downhill of Ales Stones), is likely to have occurred at around 750 BC when sea level was still high and the harbour conditions favorable ( Figure   21 , Figure 23 ).
• All available facts taken together seem to give converging indications of an age of the erection of Ales Stones of 750-700 BC.
• The solar alignment between Heimdall's Stones and the mountain peak of Stenshuvud, and the opposed alignment between the direction of rock-carved ships at Lensbjer and Stenshuvud indicate a cultural connection (Figure 32 ).
Close cultural connection is also indicated by the design of the ships found in rock-carvings on Bornholm and in the Simrishamn area. The Bornholm carvings are assigned an age of 900-500 BC (Kaul, 2006; Cole, 2011) in full agreement with our findings of high Sun Cult activity at Ales Stones and in Österlen in general.
• The Madsebakke Sun-wheel provides remarkable functional and temporal similarities with Ales Stones, and the other monuments and rock-carvings in southeastern Sweden (Figure 28) . 2) Ales stones were built as a sophisticated astronomical calendar:
• The long-axis of the ship and the position of the individual stones are built with strict alignment to the solar movements over the sky during the year and throughout the day (Figure 24 ).
• The 4 main directions at Summer and Winter solstices are also recorded by the cup mark figures on the top of stones 8 in the SE and NW (Figure 25 ).
• The monthly sunrises from December to June move from stone to stone with an interval of 30 days. The monthly sunsets from June to December also move from stone to stone with an interval of 35 days for the first month and 30 days for the remaining 5 months. This gives a full year of 365 days ( Figure  26 ).
• The ship also works as a huge sundial of 16 segments each covering 1 hour and 30 minutes (Figure 27 ).
• This implies overwhelming facts that the Ales Stones monument was built as astronomical calendar of remarkable skill and practical dimensions.
• This builds on to previous knowledge of an intensive Sun Cult in southern Scandinavia during the Bronze Age (e.g. Montelius, 1911; Almgren, 1927; Bröndsted, 1938; Kristensen, 2010; • The purpose was the establishment of a sophisticated astronomical calendar giving the main solar turning points, the 12 months, the 365 days and the daily hours.
• Only limited activity can be recorded for the period 500 BC to 800 AD. In the Viking time there must have been intense activity, however, judging from the mound found in the shore section (Mörner, 2011 (Mörner, , 2015 , which is full of bones and burned stones and dated at 995 ± 45 cal. yrs BP.
4) Finally, we stress the remarkable functional and temporal correlations here established between Ales Stones and the Madsebakke Sun-wheel. Archaeological Discovery handling of the review of Ales Stenar by Söderberg et al. (2012) . Mörner (2017b) objected to the story by Söderberg & Knarrström (2015) . Figure 41 . A: the original drawing by Strömberg (1997) with sites of C14-dates (1-6), the urn and excavation pit (4) beside block N24. B: the segment with the block N24 now with the sampling site wrongly sifted to a position below the block by Söderberg et al. (2012) . C: photo of the original sampling-bag saying that the sample was taken beside (not below) bock N24 (from Mörner, 2015) .
Besides the illusion of the correct position of the dated sample (beside not below block N24) just discussed, the proponents of a date of Ales Stones of about 500-1000 AD claim that the building of huge stone ships is typical for the Late Iron Age to Viking Age (Söderberg et al., 2012; Söderberg & Knarrström, 2015) . Lind, 2017) contrary to the Ales Stones ship which has a truncated stern and a keel extended into rams, just as the Greece ships of the Bronze Age had.
In conclusion, there seems to be no valid argument for claiming that Ales Stones was built in the period 500-1000 AD. On the other hand, there seems to be overwhelming evidence of a Late Bronze Age time of the erection of the monument.
